
LIQUIDRUBBER BROCHURE



ABOUT
LIQUIDRUBBER

Guarantee

LiquidRubber at its core is made of a highly advanced 
eco-friendly polymer, and has become a renowned 
product within the construction industry for its 
longevity and hard wearing properties. One of the 
most advanced cost effective waterproofing solutions 
available on today’s market.

This system is formulated specifically for hand 
application and designed for use on industrial and 
domestic projects.  

Furthermore with the addition of slate aggregate the 
system can look like a traditional felt roof but 
completely seamless & fully bonded, suitable for 
application over most surfaces.  

LiquidRubber has outstanding adhesion properties 
and is eco-friendly. The system is a safe alternative 
to traditional roofing systems and provides a quick & 
easy method of renovating & waterproofing new & old 
substrates.

Easy to apply with brush or roller 2 coat application at 
rate of 1ltr per coat. 

Colour Black (Slate TopCoat optional).

Suitable for application on to: Felt, GRP, Lead, Metal, 
Asphalt, Asbestos and Concrete.

Our unique and advanced Instant Set Technology 
provides a seamless and fully bonded finish on 
contact with the surface and is almost 
immediately shower proof.  

LiquidRubber Instant Set is a spray applied 
seamless waterproofing system that can be 
applied at a phenomenal rate of up to 1200 sq/m 
per day, that’s roughly 3x faster than traditional 
roofing systems. 

Suitable for application on to: Felt, GRP, Lead, Metal, 
Asphalt, Asbestos and Concrete



USES:  
LiquidRubber Brush and Roller is a cold liquid applied 
membrane for waterproofing and surface protection. 
Other uses include rust and corrosion protection of 
ferrous materials.  
 
LiquidRubber Brush and Roller can be applied over a 
wide range of surfaces including roofs, concrete 
foundations, basements, retaining walls, planters, plus 
many more. It will cover many substrates including 
timber, concrete, metal, asphalt, asbestos and brick. 

PREPARATION: 
Prior to commencing the existing roof should be 
thoroughly cleaned down to remove all dirt, fungal 
growth, loose solar coverings, dust etc. 

We recommend power washing the roof with a minimum 
pressure of 2000 psi however it is the contractor’s  
responsibility  to determine the preferred method of 
cleaning. 

The main criteria are to provide a clean, dry surface to 
ensure the materials can key to the surface and not to the 
friable material.

READ SAFETY DATA SHEETS BEFORE USING THIS PRODUCT

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
& SPECIFICATIONS

Form:

Colour:

Odour:

Odour Threshold:

PH:

Specific Gravity:

Vapour Pressure:

Vapour Density:

Evaporation Rate:

Volatiles %:

Liquid

Brown

Slight resinous petroleum odour

NA

7-13

1.00 (approx.)

(mm Hg) 17 @ 20°C (water)

>1 (air=1)

<1 (nBuAcetate=1)

30-60 (water)

TECHNICAL
DATA
SHEET



APPLICATION
PROCESS

CLEANING THE SUBSTRATE: 
The best method to ensure the surface is clean from loose 
dirt, dust and natural growth would be a power washer, we 
recommend a minimum of 2000psi power washer. 

If a pressure washer is not possible, the contractor must 
deem the most appropriate method of cleaning that achieves 
a similar clean to that of a 2000psi pressure wash. 

A clean surface is critical for a successful bond of the 
LiquidRubber Pro, if the surface is dirty or dusty the 
LiquidRubber Pro will only bond to this rather than the 
substrate it is intended for.
 
Visit www.hse.gov.uk for full Asbestos cleaning information. 

   

FULLY PREPARED SUBSTRATE: 
Ensure the substrate is fully prepared before applying any 
Detailing or LiquidRubber Pro Waterproof. All Joints that are 
over 3mm will need to be filled using LiquidRubber Trowel 
Grade. 

If these joints are not filled this could lead to pinholes within 
the waterproofing membrane. 
 
All brickwork / screed will need to be checked for cracks and 
damage, then repaired where necessary. Any repairs made 
using concrete will need to be completely dry which is 
typically 28 days.

 
PRIMING: 
Ensure the correct primer is used depending on the 
substrate, for more information please contact LRS technical 
team on 01948 841 877. 

DETAILING:  
All details must be completed first before the start of the 
main waterproofing application. 

Upstand details should be detailed up a minimum of 150mm 
where possible. Any details that do not meet the 150mm 
height requirement should be terminated using a 
termination bar. 

All Joints / Vulnerable areas will need to be reinforced using 
LiquidRubber Pro and Geo-Textile Strengthening Tape. 

LiquidRubber Pro should be applied over the joint at a 
coverage rate of 1ltr per m² and immediately lay the 
Geo-Textile  into the wet coating, with a loaded roller fully 
saturate the Geo-Textile and ensure this is embedded to 
remove any pinholes or creases within the tape.

 

DETAILING

BASECOAT



APPLICATION
PROCESS

SNAGGING: 
Once the detailing is complete the roof should be snagged to 
remove any debris created in the detailing stage of the 
application. This can be done by lightly sanding to remove it 
with 80 grit sandpaper or similar. 

LIQUIDRUBBER PRO BASECOAT: 
On completion of the snagging the LiquidRubber Pro should 
be applied to the main roof area. 

This must be done in 2 coats, first coat of LiquidRubber Pro 
will need to be applied at a coverage rate of 1ltr per m² using 
a 9” short piled roller. 

Ensure the LiquidRubber Pro tins are gridded out over the 
roof area so the LiquidRubber Pro is applied at the correct 
coverage rate. Repeat the snagging process.

 

LIQUIDRUBBER PRO TOPCOAT: 
LiquidRubber Pro TopCoat should be applied at a coverage 
rate of 1ltr per m², again ensure the tins are gridded out to 
achieve the correct coverage rate. We recommend to cross 
roll to ensure the TopCoat is applied evenly across the area.
 

LIQUIDRUBBER PRO ANTI-SKID: 
An additional 0.5ltrs of LiquidRubber Pro should be applied 
over the finished waterproofing. While the LiquidRubber Pro 
is still wet cast approx. 2kg of slate aggregate and fully 
broadcast to avoid leaving the aggregate patchy. 
 
Once fully cured the loose aggregate should be removed and 
bagged up.
 

TOPCOAT

ANTI-SKID

CAUTION: 
Do not use near open flame. Avoid breathing in fumes and 
prolonged contact with skin. Do not take internally. If 
swallowed, do not induce vomiting.  

Call a doctor immediately. Keep out of reach of children. 
Coating must be dry before exposure to water. Store in a 
heated room and keep container covered when not in use. 
Do not thin. Dispose of in an environmentally safe manner. 
Cover air intakes during application and while drying.



TYPICAL
LIQUIDRUBBER

BUILD-UP

LiquidRubber Geo-Textile
Strengthening Tape 

80gsm

  



2ltr = 1.75mm

Minimum 1.75mm

Note: The information contained in this sheet is accurate to the best of our current knowledge. The products are 
of the highest quality and standard with regard to production tolerances. This product shall be applied strictly in 
accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions. For specific advice regarding any aspect of our systems please 
consult our technical team.





TECHNICAL
AND 

GUARANTEES




